
PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

GOAL #1: TO OFFER CHILDREN, YOUNG ADULTS, AND FAMILIES AN ENVIRONMENT OF SPIRITUAL 

GROWTH  

Objective 1-A: To create opportunities for campers to be more aware of and involved in their spiritual selves, help 

them grow in their knowledge and love of God, and encourage self and group reflection. 

• Chapel services are held every other evening to root the Calvary experience in spiritual discovery; this offers 

campers a time to reflect, rejoice, and pray with one another, 

• Chapel talks are given by staff members, or sometimes the Junior Counselor camper group, conveying personal 

experiences that foster spiritual growth, recognition, and evaluation. These peer inspired talks are relatable to 

people of all ages and allow for a creative service. 

• Acolytes are drawn from the camper population for Eucharist services. 

• Cabin devotions often concern matters of spirituality and faith, and offer children a chance to share and 

examine their own views in an atmosphere of acceptance and mutual respect 

• Pre-meal blessings and post-meal thanksgivings emphasize the significance of gathering around the table 

together and the presence of God in our lives. 

• One of the Camp Directors is a professional pastor and is available to all who want to talk about their own 

personal spiritual journeys. 

• Campers and staff of various religious backgrounds and spiritual journeys are encouraged to share their 

experiences and beliefs with each other.  

GOAL #2: TO LIVE INTO A CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY BY MODELING THE ACCEPTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL 

DIFFERENCES, BY VALUING ALL OF GOD’S CREATION, AND BY HELPING CAMPERS TO INTEGRATE 

FAITH INTO EVERYDAY LIFE. 

Objective 2-A: To foster deep relationships between campers and so create an atmosphere of unity and love in which 

children feel comfortable and happy. 

• Cabin unity is an objective of all counselors: devotions, meal times, cabin cleaning, and cabin activities are 

used to develop a sense of group identity and cohesive living. 

• Cabin competitions ("morning comp") are overseen by staff members who emphasize teamwork, participation, 

good sportsmanship, and respect. After each competition, the opposing teams create a cheer for one another. 

• All campers are placed on a "tribal team" with campers from their own and other cabins so as to bring together 

children of different ages for a common purpose and with a sense of belonging to a team. 

• The camp is addressed at the beginning of each session about the importance of taking care of and respecting 

one another, and refers to this idea regularly through the session as the cornerstone of what is and isn't 

appropriate behavior. 

• Staff members are trained to recognize signs of bullying and put a stop to the behavior. Staff are also trained in 

conflict resolution techniques and encourage campers to create the solution plans. 

• The Junior Counselor program participants are given extra responsibility to watch over younger cabins, run 

campfire, help with electives, and learn the skills required to be a counselor. 

• The Leadership-In-Training program participants learn leadership development, communication, team 

building, facilitation, and community service skills at camp. Each week the “LIT” campers raise money during 

canteen for a local charity of their choosing. 

• Awards are given during each session for cleanest cabin, tribal team participation, elective area achievements, 

and, when appropriate, the Outstanding Camper Award. Giving positive feedback for participation, achieving a 

team challenge, and recognizing people who live out camp’s mission showcases the depth and broad skillset of 

the camp population. 

• The Opportunity of the Day encourages campers to do an activity or action each day such as try something new 

or talk to someone new.  

Objective 2-B: To convey to campers the acceptance of and respect for individual differences. The camp admits 

campers and hires staff regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, or ethnic background. 

• Staff members are chosen with diversity of personalities in mind. We believe different kinds of staff will 

connect with different kinds of campers. Each cabin has two counselors. Campers are also not limited to just 



interacting with their counselors but also other elective area staff members for more diversity. 

• Cabin devotions emphasize acceptance of all viewpoints; no "right" answers are asserted and making fun of 

another's opinion is not tolerated. 

• Chapel talks on vastly different topics are given by many different people, including priests, lay staff members 

and campers, each speaking from many different places on their own spiritual journeys. 

• The camp offers competitive AND non-competitive activities and treats each with equal value, demonstrating 

that people who like different kinds of activities are equally worthwhile. 

• The Outstanding Camper Award given at the end of each session, recognizing the camper or campers who 

represent(s) the values and essence of Calvary Camp has been received by many different kinds of people 

(boisterous/quiet, leader/loner, old/young, athletic, artistic, musical, conservative, unconventional…) but all 

share a willingness to serve. 

• Calvary Camp offers scholarship opportunities to families in need which allows the opportunity for all children 

to attend camp regardless of financial ability. 

• Electives, which campers are responsible for choosing themselves, offer various types of recreational, aquatic, 

craft, spiritual, challenging, and learning activities to fit every campers’ needs. 

Objective 2-C: To teach children to value and protect God's creation. 

• The camp participates regularly in camp-wide paper pickups, and emphasis is placed regularly on not littering 

• The camp follows the Environmentally Responsible Practices recommended by the American Camping 

Association and teaches them to campers when they go on outings 

• The camp offers Environment electives which teach conservation and environmental awareness 

• The camp offers several nature trips each session during which the campers interact with more natural settings 

than the camp grounds 

• The camp follows practices of recycling and composting 

• The camp farm contributes to the food program 

• Part of the rules stated to campers at the beginning of the session is the expectation that campers will take care 

of the camp itself. 

Objective 2-D: To integrate faith into the everyday lives of campers in such a way that this will continue after they 

have left camp. 

• The discussion format of cabin devotions allow campers to reconcile their developing value systems with those 

of the church and Calvary camp and so shape children's life priorities. 

• Likewise, discussion electives offer similar opportunities for long-lasting self-evaluation. 

• Many chapel talks, especially the "Candle talk" at the end of each session, focus on ways to continue in the 

faith-building and sharing of God's love that happens at camp. 

• Living into the Christian Community of camp teaches campers values that go beyond just their time at camp 

but transcend into schools, homes, and communities. 

• Throughout the non-summer season, contact with campers is maintained via postcards, social media outlets, 

website updates, and promotional mailings to share information and reaffirm the lessons of camp. The camp 

typically holds a camper gathering once a year to kick off the summer season. 


